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Warm Regards, 

               Poonamjit Kaur

               Principal, Smart Wonders School

A
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“Winter, a lingering season is a time to gather golden moments, 
embark upon a sentimental journey, and enjoy every idle hour.”

~John Boswell

As we were welcomed by the cold, rainy days this New Year, it gave us all a chance to spend the 

vacation in the warmth of our homes with our family and loved ones and refresh our minds. To keep

 the children occupied, they were assigned various tasks that were fun and improved their learning.

Though we were all geared up to welcome back our students after the holidays, unfortunately the COVID 

scenario changed again. We would like to reiterate that the safety of our students is our priority and all the 

COVID protocols are being followed sincerely. In these times, it is necessary to follow all the safety guidelines

 to keep everyone safe so that we may return to the normal life.

With that said, we had an eventful January. Various activities were organised for the children to showcase their 

talents and skills. The patriotic fervour was visible at Republic Day celebrations. No stone was left unturned as 

students recited poems, sang songs, danced and dressed up in green, white and orange.

Even though the classes are being conducted in online mode, the enthusiasm of the students and teachers 

deserves appreciation. The students whole heartedly participate in all the activities that are thoughtfully 

organised by the educators.

I wish all my dear students the very best for the upcoming exams, the blessings of every educator is with you! 

I have full faith that you all will excel and we will see a brilliant result.
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Elocution 
To develop and enhance the oratory skills and fluency of the students, an elocution was conducted in the 

English period of Primary Years, Classes 3 to 5. The children delivered speeches and recited poems on the given 

topics for a minute or two. The activity helped the students in focusing on their diction, fluency and confidence. 

The topics for Class 3 were ‘I wish I were…’, ‘Diligence- A Key to Success’ and ‘My India My Pride’. Topics for the 

students of Class 4 were ‘If I had a superpower’, ‘Diligence- A Key to Success’ and ‘Freedom is not given, it is taken’. 

Children of Class 5 spoke on the topics ‘Learning in the wake of Covid-19’, ‘Diligence- A Key to Success’ and ‘We 

are Indians, firstly and lastly’.

Alisha 4A

Anaisa 5B

Birpratap 4C

Ekam 5C

Ekamvir 5BGurkeerat 5B

Kabir 5C

Viraj 5B
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To promote scientific acumen and equip our tiny tots with 21st century learning skills such as critical thinking, 

communication, collaboration and creativity, a model-making activity based on theme ‘Our Universe’ was 

conducted for the students of Class 1. The students made environment friendly models using clay, paper etc. 

The activity provided the children a platform to display their vivid ideas and learn by interacting with their peers. 

The educators and coordinators lauded the efforts of the students.

Model-Making Activity

Abhiroop Singh 1B

Bhaavi 1C

Gunreet Kaur 1BIshman Bhamra 1B

Mehreen 1D

Parleen 1A

Ruhaani 1DSamarjeet 1D
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To enhance the hands-on learning experience, students of Class 6 performed various activities in their Science 

class related to the concept of air. two similar-sized candles. One of the candles In this activity, pupils lighted 

was covered with a glass tumbler and the other one was not. The candle which was covered extinguished after 

sometime, proving that oxygen is required for combustion.

Science Activity

Bhavik 6CKashvi 6CKrrish 6CMannat 6C

Shourya 6AVaanya 6A Vagisha 6A
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िहंदी अवकाश गृहकाय� 

क�ा 3 से 5 तक के छा�ो ंको शीतकालीन अवकाश म� िविभ� रोचक और िवचारो�ेजक लेखन काय� िदए गए थे । रचना�क काय� के �प 

म� �ोगन लेखन तथा किवता रचना का काय� िव�ािथ�यो ं�ारा िकया गया | क�ा तीसरी के िव�ािथ�यो ंने अनुसंधान काय� ��प अपने आस 

पास पाए जाने वाले पि�यो ंकी जानकारी �ा� कर उनका प�रचय िदया तथा ��ीकरण ��प पि�यो ंके िच� भी बनाए | क�ा चौथी के 

िव�ािथ�यो ं ने अनुसंधान काय� ��प ऐितहािसक इमारतो ंके बारे म� जानकारी एक� कर उनका प�रचय िदया तथा ��ीकरण ��प 

इमारतो ंके िच� भी बनाए | क�ा पाँचवी म� �ाकरण से संबंिधत काय� को मह�ा दी गई | 

Advay Aeiry 5C

Arsheen Kaur 3CDevanshi Rai 3CDhruv Jain 3C

Ekamvir Singh 5BMikita 4C

Mriduv 3D

Vurin 5B
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Area and Perimeter 
Activity

Students of Class 5 performed an activity in their Math period that helped them in grasping the concept of 

finding the area and perimeter. Using their creativity and imagination, children drew pictures of their favourite 

person (best friend, sibling, pet or any cartoon character) using square units on a grid paper and found the area 

by counting the squares. Along with drawing and finding the area, students also spoke a few lines on that 

person, thus improving their communication skills. The activity turned out to be a fun learning experience for 

all and helped them realise the role of Mathematics in their daily life.

Ekam Ahuja 5CKavin 5A Sharlyn Kaur 5C Yashvardhan Jaiswal 5C

Amarpreet Singh 5A Amartya 5AKavneet Kaur 5ASimran 5A
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                                              Bird Feeder Activity

Experiential learning is an engaged learning process wherein students ‘learn by doing’ and by reflecting on the 

experience. To inculcate learning, it is important to teach using multiple methods and provide children with 

o  pportunities that engage them intellectually, creatively, emotionally or physically.

Keeping this in mind, students of Class 1 created beautiful bird feeders to show their care and affection for these 

creatures. They built the bird feeder with paper plates, strings, ribbons, ropes and bottle caps and decorated them 

to attract the birds. Later, they put grains and water in them. The students enjoyed the activity and learnt that 

watching the birds is a great way to connect with nature and relax.

Aaradhya 1B

Armaanpreet Singh 1B

Gurniwazz Singh 1C

Hardit Singh 1B

Kabir 1D

Navnidh 1A

Prisha Gupta 1C

Samaira 1A
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क�ा-६ ग�त�व�ध- अ�भनय करना 

क�ा 6 म� उनक� पा�य प�तक से 'झाँसी क� रानी' पाठ से संबं�धत ग�त�व�ध करवाई गई | छा�� न ेइस ग�त�व�ध म� 1857 के ु

�वाधीनता सं�ाम म� योगदान देन ेवाले �वतं�ता सेना�नय� (जसेै- रानी ल�मीबाई, नाना साहब, ता�या टोपे, बाजीराव, चतर ु

अज़ीम�ला सरनाम, अहमद शाह मौलवी और ठाकर कँवर�सहं स�ै नक अ�भराम आ�द) के �प म� �वय ंको ��तत करत ेहए ु ु ु ु ु

उनके जीवन और ब�लदान से प�र�चत करवाया |  छा�� न ेइस ग�त�व�ध म� अ�यंत उ�साह से भाग �लया । �कल क� ू

उप�धानाचाया� �ीमती रायना जी न े�व�या�थय� � क� अपन ेउ�साहपवक�  श�द� से सराहना क� |  ू

Mohamed Rakshan 6A Poornima 6BRishita 6ASana 6A

Swastika 6ATamanna 6AV. Surjit 6AVanshika 6A
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Ananya Sharma 6BArshpreet Singh 6CChitveen 6BHarsimar 6C

Madhav 6CManvik 6CRaghav 6C Sikandar 6C
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Class 5BAhnaaz 5B

CLASS 3A

Class 4C Harmanbir 5B

Prabhleen Kaur 4C

                             मेरा देश: मेरी शान
गणतं� िदवस भारत का रा�ीय पव� है । यह िदवस भारत के गणतं� बनने की खुशी म� मनाया जाता है । 26 जनवरी, 1950 के िदन भारत �

को एक गणतांि�क रा� घोिषत िकया गया था । इसी िदन �तं� भारत का नया संिवधान अपनाकर नए युग का सू�पात िकया गया था । �

तब से 26 जनवरी को हर वष� गणतं� िदवस के �प म� मनाया जाता रहा है ।�

किवता भाषा के िवकास कौशल म� मदद करती है और आ� अिभ��� का िवकास करती है | इसिलए  क�ा १ मे गणतं� िदवस 

पर किवता पाठ का आयोजन िकया गया| छा�ो ंने ' y India My Pride'-मेरा देश: मेरी शान िवषय पर अपनी किवता तैयार की बड़े M

उ�ाह से  किवता याद करके साम�ी के साथ सुनाई।�|�यह गितिविध ब�ो  ने बड़े ही उ�ाह और आनंद से की�|
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Aadditya Rathore 2B Aarambh 2C

Aditya Karol 2B

Amyrah Oberoi 2D Aryansh Jindal 2D

Divyansh UKG A

Harjas Gill 1C Harliv 2AHazel Hundal 1B

Manavjeet 2B

Mansaaj Kaur 1ARachet UKG A

Samar Khera 1C

Shresth UKG A

SukhSehaj 1B

Twinkle Gupta 1A
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Divyansh 6A

Karman Sivia 6CMadhav Gupta and 
Raghav Gupta 6C

Mitansh Rishi 6B

Mohammad Aariz 6BPoornima Raina 6B

Ranbir Singh 6B

Virtual celebrations were organised for the students at SWS to commemorate the 73rd Republic Day. The 

students took pride in glorifying and celebrating the spirit of unity and brotherhood. The school echoed with 

patriotic fervour as the children danced, enacted skits, sang patriotic songs of different states and wore tri-colored 

clothes to mark the occasion. 

They showed India's journey from getting Independence to becoming a Republic and celebrated the diversity 

of the country. Moreover, pupils presented stories of unsung heroes as part of Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav. Different 

dance forms, art and cuisines of various states were appreciated, as a part of Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat. 

Postcards were sent to the Prime Minister on the theme- India @75 and an online quiz was also organised, 

wherein students and teachers participated with full zeal.

The programme ended with the inspiring words of Principal Ms. Poonamjit Kaur and our special guest Ms. Neha 

P. Arora, a social worker and co-founder of Mudita Foundation (NGO). Vice Principal Ms. Raina Chona highlighted 

the significance of the day and made the children aware that the future of our nation lies in their hands. 
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Guest Ms Neha P. AroraNavya Choudhary 10C

Prabhjot Kaur 10B

Saksham Sachdeva 9B Shaurya Ahar 9B

Class 8Tanureet Kaur 7D

Jaskaran Singh 9C
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Principal Ms Poonamjit Kaur 
unfurling the flag
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Ednit 3B

Freya Chhabra 5B

Hasrat  3C

Japjeet Singh 4B Japsimranjit Singh 4CKaranveer Singh 4A

Shardul  3D

Yuvraj Singh 5B

Mathematics Winter Projects
For the winter vacation, students of Classes 3 to 5 were allotted different project topics according to their roll 

numbers. They collected information, used various diagrams / graphic organisers and prepared innovative charts. 

The activities kept the children occupied and provided them a platform to showcase their creativity skills.
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Aayush Sharma 8A

Abheer Partap 7DAnanya Verma 6C

Harsimran Singh 7DJapleen Kaur 7D

Jaskaran Singh 7C

Kirandeep Kaur 7D

Sikander Singh 6C

ਗਤੀਿਵਧੀ ਕਿਵਤਾ ਰਚਨਾ 

ਜਮਾਤ ਤ� ਤੱਕ ਦੇ ਿਵਿਦਆਰਥੀਆਂ ਨੂੰ ਕਿਵਤਾ ਰਚਨਾ ਲਈ ਦਸੰਬਰ ਦੀਆਂ ਛੱੁਟੀਆਂ ਿਵੱਚ ਕੰਮ ਿਦੱਤਾ ਿਗਆ ਿਵਿਦਆਰਥੀਆਂ ਨੇ ਿਦੱਤੇ ਗਏ ਿਵਿਸ਼ਆ ਿਵੱਚ� 6  8               |       

ਆਪਣੇ ਪਸੰਦ ਦੇ ਇੱਕ ਿਵਸ਼ੇ ਦੀ ਚੋਣ ਕਰਕੇ ਤ� ਲਾਈਨਾਂ ਦੀ ਕਿਵਤਾ ਸ਼ੀਟ ਉਤੇੱ ਿਲਖੀ ਿਵਿਦਆਰਥੀਆਂ ਨੇ ਇਸ ਗਤੀਿਵਧੀ ਨੂੰ ਬਹਤੁ ਉਤਸ਼ਾਹ ਨਾਲ        8  10    A4    |         

ਕੀਤਾ ਿਗਆ  |

ਗਤੀਿਵਧੀ  ਕੋਲਾਜ ਬਣਾਉ 

ਂਜਮਾਤ ਤ� ਤੱਕ ਦੇ ਿਵਿਦਆਰਥੀਆਂ ਨੂੰ ਦਸੰਬਰ ਦੀਆਂ ਛੱੁਟੀਆਂ ਿਵੱਚ ਗੁਰੂ ਗੋਿਬੰਦ ਿਸੰਘ ਜੀ ਦੇ ਸਾਰੇ ਪਿਰਵਾਰ ਦੀ ਕੁਰਬਾਨੀ ਨੂੰ ਦਰਸਾਉਦਾ ਇੱਕ ਕੋਲਾਜ ਿਤਆਰ 6  8                        

ਕਰਨ ਦਾ ਕੰਮ ਿਦੱਤਾ ਿਗਆ ਿਵਿਦਆਰਥੀਆਂ ਗੁਰੂ ਗੋਿਬੰਦ ਿਸੰਘ ਜੀ ਦੇ ਜੀਵਨ ਬਾਰੇ ਜਾਣੂ ਹੋਏ ਿਕ ਿਕਵ� ਉਹਨਾਂ ਨੇ ਆਪਣੇ ਿਪਤਾ ਚਾਰਾਂ ਪੁੱਤਰਾਂ ਮਾਤਾ ਅਤੇ      |                   ,   ,   

ਆਪਣੇ ਆਪ ਨੂੰ ਦੇਸ਼ ਧਰਮ ਦੀ ਖਾਤਰ ਕੁਰਬਾਨ ਕਰ ਿਦੱਤਾ ਸੀ ਿਵਿਦਆਰਥੀਆਂ ਨੇ ਇਸ ਗਤੀਿਵਧੀ ਨੂੰ ਬਹਤੁ ਵਧੀਆ ਤਰੀਕੇ ਨਾਲ ਪੂਰਾ ਕੀਤਾ ਿਗਆ    -         |             |
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Ishaan Pandey 1D

Kudrat Gill 1BMansaaj Dhillon 1A

Prabhjot Singh 1D Prisha Gupta1C

Reyansh Sharma 1C

Shaanvi Bhanot 1C

Twinkle 1A

Show 'n' Tell 
“Tell me and I'll forget,

Show me and I may remember,

Involve me and I'll understand”

~ Benjamin Franklin

At SWS, we believe that teaching goes beyond textbooks and blackboard. To help in developing the basic motor 

skills and encourage the innovation skills of the students, a “Show 'n' Tell” activity was organised for the 

Wonderites of Class 1 on the topic- “My Best Friend”. The students were ready with the props and exhibited their 

talent as they spoke with great zeal and enthusiasm. It was an enriching experience for them and they were 

thrilled to talk about their best friend. 
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TLC Training for Teachers
A virtual three-day training session was conducted by The Learners Confluence (TLC) team for the academic 

staff of SWS. TLC is an external agency that works with the teachers to achieve excellence in the teaching - 

learning process. 

Dr. Senthil, Ms. Geetha, Ms. Srividya, Ms. Neha P. Arora and Mr. Suryakumar were the mentors who covered 

different areas such as Enhancing SPP effectiveness with Data at various levels: School/ Department/ Teacher/ 

Student SPP; Assessment Policy: FA & SA - Need of Blueprint, Blooms Skill Based: Question Paper Analysis, School 

Pedagogical Plan (SPP): Need, Expectations & Implementation; Constructing MCQs; and Strategies to bridge the 

gaps: Remedial, Re-teaching & Beyond.
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Dr. Senthil
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Arshnoor 3AGulnaaz 3A Harseerat 3CMayra 3B

Alisha 3D Vriddhi 3DZara Pahni 3D

To enhance the reading and writing skills of the children, students of Classes 3 to 5 were assigned various 

interesting and thought-provoking tasks for the winter vacation. Pupils of Class 3 were encouraged to read 

adventure stories and design a book cover either by drawing characters or a scene from the story. They were 

also told to research on the eight recognised families of fairies – Elves, Dwarfs, Pixies, Gnomes, Gremlins, 

Goblins, Sprites and Demons. The children gathered information and made wonderful presentations on them. 

Questioning techniques are important as they stimulate learning, develop the potential of students to think and 

stir the imagination. Keeping these points in mind, students of Class 4 were assigned to design a questionnaire 

as holiday project. They created praise worthy questionnaires and also wrote innovative stories, expressing 

themselves articulately.

Writing poems is a great exercise for language learners as it gives a chance to experiment with language. Pupils 

of Class 5 wrote beautiful poems on Christmas and expressed their ideas in their verses. To strengthen their 

vocabulary and writing skills, they were also given the opportunity to create a tourist brochure. 
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Ekam 5C Namanpreet 5C

Aarav 4C Arshia 5BTavleen 5B

Aekam 4AMansha 4AInayra 3D
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Ayush 7AHarshita 7CJapleen 7DKirandeep 7D

Manandeep 7CSanay 7CTaniksha 7CTanureet 7D

 �रिचत किवता 
शीतकालीन अवकाश म� सातवी ंतथा आठवी क�ाओ ंके छा�ो ं�ारा �रिचत किवताएँ िलखी गई | किवताओं का  िवषय 'वनो ंकी  

� �आवाज़' और 'आ�  अनुभूित' था | �रिचत किवताओं के मा�म से  छा�ो�ंने रचना�कता व िच�न-�मता के संुदर उदाहरण 

��ुत िकए |
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Arnav 7C Arshnoor 8BHarkaran Pratap 7D

Manandeep Singh 7CNamar Vashisht 6B Seerat 6C

Sia Rawat 8B

Sidakpreet Singh 6A

Mathematics Winter Projects
 “The most powerful people are the ones who never stop learning.”  

~Rejoice Denhere

The students of Classes 6 to 10 were given an opportunity to express their learning and understanding about 

various Mathematical concepts through different projects during the winter break. The students came up with 

various innovative ideas and expressed their learning in a creative manner. The activities not only helped to 

create an environment of self-learning but also enhanced their artistic skills.
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Chahat 10B Gauri Gupta 10B

Jaenisha Kaur 9C Lavanya 9C

Amreen 9CSanyam Gandhi 9BSnehpreet 9B

Nidhi Rana 8C Pearl 9ASonia 9A
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   Webpage Designing Activity
Coding is one of the most important skills for the current as well as future generations to learn. For young 

learners, programming helps in gaining problem-solving skills. Most importantly, coding is the future and 

therefore, an extremely useful skill to possess. Children who learn coding at a young age will have numerous 

employment opportunities in the future. 

To encourage the students to learn coding “Webpage designing using HTML” activity was conducted for Classes 

6-10 wherein children created a website on the topic of their interest. The response from the children was 

overwhelming. 

Login Webpage created by Pulkit VermaPulkit Verma 9B

Aayush Sharma 8A Webpage created by Aayush Sharma

Garima Chhabra 7C Webpage created by Garima Chhabra
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Ayush Agarwal 7ANandhni Vinoth 7AYuvraj Uppal 7A

Aanvie 6ASana 6ATamanna 6AVanya 6A

Fun with English!
Students of Class 6, 7 and 8 showcased their creativity and imagination in the form of wonderful comic strips, 

poems, brochures and collages. They were told to make comic strips, depicting their favourite stories from their 

supplementary reader and to search famous travelogues or diaries and blend them together into a collage. 

Children were also encouraged to compose poems on the theme- 'What If'. 

Students prepared brochures of famous tourist spots. The main aim of this activity was to motivate them to read, 
understand and create, thus making them aware about famous writers, authors, poets and places.
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Arjan 8B Gobind 8BManya 8A Arjan 8B

Aarush Dhawan 8C Tejal 8CDivnoor 8C Hargun 8C

Pranika 8A Vaishali 8AAbhijeet 8A Anushka 8A Param 8A

Divnoor 8CHarshpreet 8B Naitik 8BRiza 8B Tejal 8C
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                                           The Human Body
To make the students aware of the purpose and functions of specific organ systems in our body and to explain 

a variety of strategies for keeping each organ system healthy, pupils of Class 3 were assigned a project on the 

topic- 'The Human Body'. 

The students chose an organ system and created booklets by reading books and encyclopedia to find diseases 

related to that organ system. They also searched for the specialist doctor who treats those specific organs, thus 

increasing their knowledge. 
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Aadya Gulati 3A Aaryan Salwan 3A Bhavini 3B

Mriduv 3B Manya 3CSifat Cheema 3C

Medhansh 3D Vriddhi 3D
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Reading Challenge
In order to inculcate reading habits in students, a 'Reading challenge' was organised for students of Classes 6-8 

according to the guidelines given by CBSE. Students were asked to bring a book that they have read and highlight 

the synopsis, message conveyed and what they liked about the book. Students of all the sections enthusiastically 

participated in the activity. They analysed the books and encouraged their peers to read through their book reviews. 

Teachers played the role of facilitator in this activity. 

Pupils also reviewed the books and presented critical analysis for the same. Class discussions were conducted 

wherein children talked about the books that they have read, highlighting characters and events that they 

particularly liked and students got the opportunity to share their valuable inputs. The style, ease of language and 

attitude of writers was also discussed. After the discussion, the students were asked to write their views on the 

book read by them.

Students were also encouraged to compose their own poems which they presented with full enthusiasm 

amongst all.  

Currently, the students at SWS are participating in the '100 Days Reading Campaign' where they read something 

beyond their textbooks daily and share it with friends, parents and teachers. 

Aadil Bhardwaj 7AAyushi Gupta 7AKartik  7ANandhini Vinoth 7ARidhi 7A
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Anika Arora 6B

Guneet Kaur 6BNamar Vashist 6B

Prabhjot Kaur 10BRiddhima 9A

Sonia 9ASurya 8B
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Bidding Adieu
“It wasn't just school to me, it was the chapter I never wanted to end.” – Unknown
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Memories.  

We may complain about our school work,

Perhaps we think our lessons are hard.

We'd much prefer to be out playing,

And running in the big school yard.

But with the passing of the years

The dearest memories we'll call

Will be of hours that we have spent

Within the old white school house wall.

We may consider it a trial

To have to add and multiply,

And lessons in geography

Bring many a long-drawn, anxious sigh,

But with the passing of the years

When time has cast its purple haze,

The memories that we will treasure

Will be of long-gone, old school days.

Ishika Class 10A

When I was 5 years old, my father was searching for a 

school for me. When we visited Smart Wonders School, 

we loved it at first sight. I started studying in this 

school in UKG, where I started by learning the 

alphabet... And the journey continued in learning many 

new great things. I am grateful to my all teachers as 

they all treated me just like our parents do. Even in the 

pandemic, when there was a full lockdown, then also 

the teachers made a lot of effort to make the concepts 

clear. They didn't make us feel that we are not learning. 

We always felt connected to them. I will always be 

thankful to my parents for sending me to this school. 

I will always remember the things which my teachers 

taught me. Smart Wonders School has a special place 

in my heart. Manveer Class 10A
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Everything started out great 

Great school, great teachers and my wonderful peers

And then Corona got its date

The appointment seemed never-ending

Well it's said and said well, 

After every dark night comes a brighter day

It was the test of time that we sailed through

Missed my friends, my teachers and my school

The knights (teachers) of online education saved us all 

The rollercoaster of this journey taught a lot

Gave newer experiences and 

The already said to be memorable classes (9 and 10) were 

even more memorable! 

Treasuring and forever cherishing the relics of the batch 

of 2020-2021

School life is the best time of our life as we make new 

friends, learn new things and start building our future. 

It is the only time which we enjoy most and when we 

enter college, we always miss our school life. School life 

teaches us lots of new things and prepares us to face 

all the challenges of life. 

My school life was not just limited to studies and sports. 

There are various activity rooms such as music, art and 

dance where we got the chance to showcase our 

Imagination and create beautiful art. Dance and music 

were an important part as they helped us express ourselves 

in a unique manner. 

I learnt the qualities of discipline and punctuality from my 

teachers, and I am sure that these things will help me in my 

future. I love my school life and really enjoy it. I have lots 

of friends, and all my teachers love me. When we will leave 

this school, we will not just leave with memories, but also 

friends, a base for a career and good manners for life. One 

should also remember that everyone is not privileged 

enough to get an education. If one gets this opportunity, 

then be grateful and work towards being a better human 

being. Cherish your school life and stay motivated. 

Yuvraj Class 10A

Angad Singh 

Class 10A
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Here come the last 2-3 months of this beautiful journey. 

I am going through a lot of emotions at this point of 

time. This beautiful journey started at Small Wonders 

when I was two-and-a-half-years old. Today, after 

spending 13 years (out of the 15 years of my life) at 

Smart Wonders, I am not ready to leave this place. 

I guess I never will be. The staff here is awesome, the 

teachers, the didis, the bhaiyas... everything is just 

perfect! I have learned so much during this period of 

time. Be it academically or holistically. This place has 

given me confidence to sing, dance, act and just be 

myself. Most importantly, it gave me memories to 

cherish. Moreover, my friends! I love them. They are 

the best people that Smart Wonders has given me. 

These are the people who support me through thick 

and thin. Recently, names for the student council 

elections were taken up. I didn't give my name for it 

because I had zero hopes of making it. But my friend 

Kangan insisted that I should at least try for it. Finally, 

I gave my name two days before the closing date. And 

guess what!!! I made it! I am theCedar House Captain. 

I have a lot of stories where my friends helped me out 

in different situations. I am sure everyone studying here

will leave this place in tears. 

Sehajveer Singh 
Class 10C

THANK YOU SMART WONDERS!

MY JOURNEY AT SMART WONDERS!
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Our Proud Achievers
1. “CODE{2}WIN- A National Coding Competition” was organised by Robo Garden in collaboration with Eupheus 

Learning, wherein students competed at the school level. The students who scored well at the school level 

qualified for national level. 

Our students performed brilliantly in the competition and brought laurels:

2. Aadil Bhardwaj of 7A, Ayushi Gupta of 7A, Nandhini Vinoth of 7A, Ridhi Chopra of 7A and Yuvraj Uppal of 7A 

took part in the CBSE Reading Challenge 3.0 (Class 6 and 7) organised by Central Board of Secondary Education 

and were awarded a certificate.

Aadil Bhardwaj 7A Ayushi Gupta 7A Nandhini Vinoth 7A Ridhi Chopra 7A Yuvraj Uppal 7A

Kulbir Kaur of Class 7B got 
rd183  rank at the national 

stlevel and 1  at the school 
level in Grade 5-8 

(Middle Level)

Manfateh Singh of Class 8B 
thbagged 157  rank at the 

ndNational Level and 2  at 
School Level in Grade 5-8 

(Middle Level)

Pulkit Verma of Class 9B 
thsecured the 9  rank at the 

stNational Level and 1  at the 
School Level in Grade 9-12 

(Senior Level)
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Happy experiences of the parents 
in the Senior Wing

Due to the COVID pandemic, our students were affected by the closure of schools in the academic year 

2020-21, just before the commencement of the new session. In order to provide a sense of continuity and 

stability to them during these unprecedented times, the team at Smart Wonders School left no stone unturned 

in exploring new avenues of learning. The school faculty and the management worked round the clock to 

ensure smooth transition from classroom teaching to interactive online sessions with the support of 

technology. These classes have been running successfully for the past one-and-a-half-year now. Their hard 

work and dedication is greatly appreciated. Even when the classes were in hybrid mode, the safety of our 

children was the priority of the school. The strength of the students in each class was taken care of. They were 

also supported emotionally when they started their offline classes.

COVID forced schools to reinvent and re-imagine the way education is provided to students. SWS has done an 

amazing job by proactively using the best platforms. They started with Zoom and later switched to Google 

Classrooms. Teachers learnt these new tools and in no time they became proficient. They also interacted with 

parents during online PTMs for any concerns and it was really smooth. We, as parents, were also able to see the 

participation of our ward in the classes. The criteria of assessment and activities held online helped to evaluate 

and improve student learning. This way of teaching put teachers under scrutiny all the time, but I would like to 

congratulate them for successfully executing their job. Even in Hybrid mode, we could see that equal attention 

was given to all the students. Proper precautionary measures were taken for the students who attended school 

offline. Though the students miss the school, but the way things have been handled by the school is 

commendable. We thank all the teachers and management for taking care of our wards despite all the 

challenges. 

Rohit Sharma, Father of 
Samaira Sharma, Class 9A

 Mother of Pulkit, Class 9B
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Ever since the first COVID wave hit us in 2020, it has been learning experience for one and all. The adaptation of 

teachers and students to the new online teaching methods is commendable. This new method of communication 

has indeed made the students more tech savvy, which is the need of the hour. Though students are learning and 

adapting well to the online classes, we all know that offline mode is the best for the all round development of the 

students. But safety and health is a priority for the teachers as well as for the kids. Conduction of PTMs, inter-

school competitions and online assessments went quite well. We are really grateful to the staff for putting in so 

much effort to keep the future of our students secure. I am sure their education is in safe hands at SWS. Keep up 

the good work!

Megha Agrawal, Mother of 

Avishi, Class 9B

The world as we know has changed in the blink of an eye. Schools closed overnight and parents had to struggle 

engaging the children at home. Then came the Corona warriors- the teachers. Families along with the learners 

have adjusted to the online education. Earlier, it was difficult due to the lack of a structured environment with a 

set routine. Students struggled due to the lack of face-to-face interaction with their teachers and peers. Hats off 

to all the teachers who came up with innovative ideas to engage the students in the teaching learning process. 

They have left no stone unturned to give their best in online teaching. None of the co-curricular activity was 

missed during the past two years. Many times, teachers had to struggle with the disengaged students but they 

didn't lose their temper and tried to find alternative ways to engage them to make the class productive. These 

two years were special for me as my daughter participated in almost all the activities and gained a lot of 

confidence. 

Jatinder Kaur, Mother of 
Kishreen Kaur, Class 9C

The past two years have been a roller coaster ride for all- learners, parents, and teachers. In my experience 

of this journey, online classes were the need of the hour for the students in this pandemic. The school 

conducted online classes in a very pleasant manner, everything was managed and planned. Students were 

able to understand the concepts and the apps which the teachers chose were upright to teach. After one 

and a half year, the school opened, and then also every precaution was taken and everything was great. 

And now schools are again closed, so the online classes started and they are going well. 

Kuldeep Kumar, Father of 

Vanshika, Class 8C
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A big salute to the staff and management of SWS for providing online studies and extra-curricular activities 

during the pandemic in a very nice manner. The way in which educators educate the children is highly 

commendable. The children were always learning something new which kept them highly enthusiastic to 

attend the classes. We are thankful for the supportive teachers who are ready to go the extra mile for the 

students. SWS is the best school in the Tricity I highly recommend it.

Paramjit Singh, Father of 

Nimrat Kaur, Class 8C

Being a teacher, it's a difficult task to teach students online, clear their queries and maintain the best 

academic results. So, I appreciate the teachers and management of SWS for doing their best without 

compromising the studies of their students. From the main subjects to the curricular activities, the teachers 

put in immense efforts to groom the personalities of our children. Our experience of this journey was very 

good. Everything was well organised by the school in both modes and it did wonders in creating a fun loving 

virtual environment to boost the students' confidence in this pandemic.

Mohit Singla, Father of

Nitya, Class 8C

Since the online classes have begun, we have seen the same consistency and efforts from the school's side 

which has helped our ward grow and learn well, despite being at home. All the lectures are delivered well by 

the teachers and many activities are also conducted, which is very appreciable. The class work and 

homework of the students are managed very well.  

Paramjeet Kaur, Mother of 

Abhijeet Singh, Class 8A 
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